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A POKO perforation that isn't a POKO

Ir . Ruud J. Hammink

Re printed from Perfinpost, November 1994, pp.
18-24, with permission of the editor, Wm. Backers.
Perfinpost is the official bulletin of the Perfin Club
Nederland. This translation by Hans Kremer.
Translated copy provided by Martin O'Grady
(#2343 ).

Collector's of POKO's don't have any trouble
recognizing POKO perforat ions. The POKO
alphabet, int roduced in 1920/21 is easily recogniz
able. Even in countries other than the Netherlands
the perforations look similar, as can be seen from
the illustrations in fig. 1. The figure shows three
different, but seemingly similar perforations from
England, the Netherlands, and Germany (L to R).
Notice the similarities of the letters DT .
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As a collector of English POKO' s it didn't surprise
me to find a stam p with the DT perforation (fig. 2) .
I stashed the stamp away in my POKO collection.
The stamp was torn slightly at the short side, but
for stamps coming from a POKO machine this
happens occasionally.'

However, I star ted wondering, after I found that:

• a large number of stamps with the DT
perforation have torn short sides
• stamps have the perforation all over the
place , and not at 6mm from the top as is
common among POKO's (see fig.3)
- that the re are quite a few double strips
(figure 4) . Double strips do exist for
POKO's hut are very seldom found. Ficd
ing more than one of the same double strip
should be considered quite unique.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 4

Figure 3
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In short, reason eno ugh for further investigation.
I found that there were differen t DT perforations;
as a matter of fact there are ten (see fig. 5). The
only reasonab le conclusion must be that we are
talking about a lO-fold sheet perforator. It is even
possible that the re are 12 different ones. However
numbers 11 and 12 look so much like some of the
others, that for now I assume that there are 10
different ones. For completeness I want to point
out that besides the 10 DT sheet perforations, there
also exist real DT POKO perforations in England.
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Time period of Usage

On English stamps one rare ly finds a date cancel.
The period of usage in England is often derived
from the type of per finned stamp. The DT perfora
tion can be found on the stamps of King Geo rge V,
photogravure and on the stamps of King George VI
type, dark and light oolors. This points to a period
of use between 1934 and 1948.

USER

The user of the shee t perforator DT is The Daily
Telegraph , as can be concluded from a paper

wrapper (see fig. 6) . It i ~ known The Daily Tele
graph used more than one PO KO machine. It was
probably decided that after using the POKO ma
chines they would use sheet perforators that loo ked
like the POKO DT perfo ration .

Thanks

I would like to thank Roy Gault, who also was
tracking down the DT shee t perforator. J apprcci
ate him making the stam ps available that made the
identification of the ten differ ent pe rforations more
reliable.
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Figure 6

Notes: 1. De geschiedenis van POKO machine.
PCN 1933, Rudd J. Hammink. ISBN nr.
90-801001-2-9 geb.
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Editor's notes:

1. My appreciation to Mr. William F.
Baekers, Secretary of the Perfin Club
Nederland, who not only granted reprint
permission, but who also provided ar,

original copy of Pe1finpost 31. Mr. Bakers
is a member of The Perfins Club, Inc.
(L137). Perfin Club Nederland has been
very generous in providing complementary
review copies of their various publications.

2. My thanks to Hans Kremer who reo
turned assisted in proofing this article.

3. Finally, my thanks to Marty O'Grady
who has taken upon himself the task of
keeping us up to date on perfin develop
ments in the Netherlands.

John

Pentwater, MI Vacation - Follow Up

Douglas J. Cutler (L126)

The Pesfins Bulletin, October 1993, pp. 202-3,
carried an article by Jam es E. Estes about a post
card showing a scene from Pentwater, Michigan.
The card was franked with a 5t flag over the White
House stamp perfinned C(co). This is perfin
patt ern CB5 of Cook County, IL. The conjecture
was that this might be the personal use of a perfin.
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The individual who initialed the card, WJ.W. is a
judge, a summer resident of Pentwater, and is from
the Cook Count area. The postcard shows a scene
of Pentwater Lake from Pop's Boat Delivery (now
called Charlie's Marina) and the adjacent Snug
Harbor Marina.

You may notice a "hump" in the skyline. This is
where WJ .W's summer home is located.

Cummins' Postage Stamp Perforator

Douglas J . Cutler (L126)

The reprint of Dave Stump's letter (The Pefins
Bulletin, November/December, pp. 221-23) abou t
perfin machines requested more detai ls about these
devices. There is a photocopy of page 38D of the
1909 BF Cummins Perfora tor Catalog on the next
page. As you can see from the catalog, the Model
51 was the same as the Model SO, but it had two
dies instead of one in the perforating head.

This made the Model 51 very similar to the Model
27. The major difference among the three models
was in the perforating die itself rather than in the
perforating machine itself. If you compare the
illustration with the Model 52 reported by Ivan A.
Pfalser 's, "Perfin Find", The Pefins Bulletin, Octo
ber 1994, p. 1., you will note some minor differences
in construction, most notab ly the shape of the
operating lever.

I had sent two photocopied books to Marvin Mech
about the Cummins machines. One was entitled,
Catalog + The B F Cummins Co. Perforating
Machines: Chicago, New York, (the words were
perforated into the cover and back jacket of the
original.) The other hook was entitled, The
"Whole" Story ofAmerican Bank Checks by Lester
A. Pratt. When I toured the Cummins Chicago
Plant with the Ratzers, company officals graciously
gave me a copy of the 1909 catalog.
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